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A Breakthrough Technique for Production and Investment Cost Modeling and Forecasting
Based on Oil, Gas, Coal and Other Natural Resources Prices
For the first time in manufacturing industries, we have used Monte Carlo simulation method to model and forecast
production costs and product values for chemicals from basic raw materials such as oil, gas, coal or any other natural
resources. This paper relates to the application of our innovation to Chemical Process Industries.
The Monte Carlo method is a well known simulation technique in operations research was invented by scientists working
on the atomic bomb in the 1940s, is a versatile method for analyzing the behavior of some activity, plan or process that
involves uncertainty. If you face uncertain or variable market demand, fluctuating costs or variation in manufacturing
process, process integration, or market integration you can benefit from using Monte Carlo simulation to understand the
impact of uncertainty, and develop plans to mitigate or otherwise cope with risk.
In today’s market, with constant variation in the price of feed stocks, globalization of chemical business and increase in
level and degree of process and market integration and complexity, the models involves so many dimensions that
numerical evaluation with fastest PC computers is very slow. By using super-computers, Monte Carlo simulation proved
to be surprisingly effective at finding solutions to these problems.
Figure 1 shows a simple case of process integration in a single manufacturing site. A product of a process could be a raw
material for another product. Some companies start from oil, gas, coal and are integrated all the way to various grades of
polycarbonate resins. Some start from propylene, others start from phenol and finally some make polycarbonate from
purchased bisphenol A. Each producer may use different process technologies. Furthermore, each site has its own
distinct site characteristics. Now add to this complexity, horizontal integration and various sales types (captive in another
site, merchant, contract, etc...). By adding other important parameters such as shipping, R&D, licensing and marketing
costs and much more, the process becomes almost random in order to predict a specific polycarbonate alloy production
cost from changes in oil price. As a matter of fact, in reality a change in steam cost at Victoria, TX site of Invista not only
will affect the production cost for adipic acid, by virtue of competition it will affect costs for adipic acid at Ludwighaufen. Of
course, this is an extreme case that requires understanding of value creation analysis.

We have built over 400 quantitative models covering all chemical processes or markets. A quantitative model is a
mathematical model that calculates the impact of inputs and decisions we make on outcomes that we are interested in,
production cost, product prices, investment returns, market shares, and the like. Regardless of how a quantitative model
is expressed, it will include:
-

Initial model inputs that some such as oil, gas price or labor costs at a certain location are certain variables.
Others that are calculated from the initial inputs such as the chemical prices, because of the jumbled nature
of the processes are uncertain variables.

-

Intermediate calculations.

-

Model outputs that depend on the inputs.

It's essential to realize that model outputs that depend on certain and uncertain inputs are uncertain themselves. When
we perform a simulation with this model, many different numeric values for the uncertain variables are generated, and
we'll obtain many different numeric values for the uncertain outputs. As the number of iteration increases, the uncertain
outputs approach the reality or equilibrium state.
The speed of operation with our database (over 1,500 chemicals and 8,000 processes) with the highest speed personal
computer (Intel Core i7-3960X 3.9GHz) is not acceptable. For example, just changing price of oil and getting reasonable
answers from the price of related chemicals takes almost 15 minutes. Updating the whole database takes about 10 days.
Unfortunately, the largest database must be included for the models to work properly.
The speed of operation increases by a factor of 100-300 using a HP AlfaServer GS1280 66MHz. Using a Cray’s XT4 20
Teraflops per second supercomputer, the speed of operation increases by a factor of 1000-3000. These results are based
on implementation of our models and data by seven chemical companies. Both results are acceptable and in the near
future personal computers will be able to deliver acceptable results.
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Figure 1: Integrated site for the production of polycarbonate and
polymethylmethacrylate
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Results of our modeling for unfilled polycarbonate Gulf Coast USA, covering our complete database with 20
iterations are shown in the following table.

Case 1, December 2000

Oil(1)

Gas(2)

Coal(3)

Fuel Oil(4)

Electric(5) PC(6)

PC(7)

$26.3l

$5.77

$24

$6.27

4.61 ¢

$1.49

$1.51

Case 2, August 2007

72.19

6.60

45

13.46

6.82

2.05

1.99

Case 3, March 2008

109.57

7.60

84

19.33

8.03

2.39

2.25

Case 4, a possible
Scenario in 2016

150.00

8.50

93

25.20

10.95

2.97

-

All Prices for Items 1-5 from US Energy Information Administration for Cases 1-3, Case 4 is extrapolated from previous data, all other variables
(1) US Gulf Coast Spot Price West Texas Intermediate, Per US Barrel (2) US Gulf Coast Industrial Spot Price, per 1000 cu ft (3) Northern Appalachia Coal, per Short Ton
(4) # 2 Fuel Oil, Gulf Coat, per MM Btu (5) Retail Sales to Industrial Sector, per KWH (6) Polycarbonate Product Value, per Pound including 25% ROI calculated based on ChemPlan
Mote Carlo Models (7) Average Contract Price, per Pound, Case # 4 is Projected based on ChemPlan Models.
TranTech Construction Index of 390, 457, 462 and 630 for Cases 1 to 4, Respectively; Operating Labor of $19.65, 23.8, 24 and 24 per Hour, Respectively; Interest Rate of 5.3%
Assumed for all Cases; 10% Straight Line Depreciation and 3% Maintenance Labor and Materials each Based on Battery Limit Investment; Utilities and Waste Treatment Costs for
a Large Integrated Site.

Some of the proven highlights of using our Monte Carlo methodology for over 500 intermediate and end use products
are listed below:


Extremely useful for deciding on extent of integration for a particular product.



Very valuable in projecting prices based on various scenarios regarding natural recourses, in particular dramatic
changes in oil prices.



Considerable savings (in millions of dollars) in drawing long term contracts with customers as a supplier
and purchaser of primary organics and organic intermediates.



Only tool available to understand the cost structure of my products and the competition.
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A proven tool to be proactive in developing short- and long-term strategies for pricing, process selection, degree
of integration and site selection.



A great methodology in identifying partners with rich natural resources and negotiating contracts backed with
facts and figures, and beneficial to both sides.



The only analytical tool to develop acquisition systems based on value creation, product/market portfolio and
risk/return models.



Exceptionally valuable in product/process/business planning and development based on data that are specific to site,
technology, raw materials, energy and degree of integration.



The only screening tool for bench-marking, competitive cost analyses, internal and external development.

Finally, we are able now to put order for chemical business that suffering from disorder.
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